Abstract. Rocking action isolates the structure from excessive lateral loads and relieves it from deformation and damage. A complete description of the dynamics of a rocking structure entails, apart from the equation of motion, an appropriate treatment of the contact phenomenon. To date, most analytical and numerical investigations of rocking behavior treat contact with the classical impact model or with ad-hoc assumptions. This paper revisits the contact process adopting a nonsmooth dynamics approach. More specifically, it treats impact through a system of inequalities, which is known as the linear complementarity problem (LCP). Throughout the study, impact is considered to be instantaneous. Set-valued contact laws model the behavior in the normal direction of the (unilateral) contact. The analysis assumes that sliding in the tangential direction is prevented. The present study demonstrates the ability of the proposed methodology to capture the impact behavior of different structures rocking on a rigid base. The results show that the proposed LCPs verify the corresponding results of other methodologies. In addition, the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach offers a more concise description of the impact problem in rocking structures and it contributes to a more realistic treatment and better understanding of the contact phenomenon during rocking.
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INTRODUCTION
Rocking action relieves the structure from deformation and damage during strong earthquakes, offering a favorable seismic isolation effect (e.g. [15] ). As a consequence, it attracts the attention of researchers which examine the dynamic behavior of rocking structures either experimentally [17] or analytically [25, 10, 24, 28] . While most studies ignore the (e.g. flexural) deformation of the rocking structures, [6, 23] studied the dynamics of flexible (deforming) rocking structures. Those studies compared flexible base-fixed structures with flexible structures allowed to uplift, and showed that in most cases base-fixed structures sustain larger deformations than rocking structures, verifying the earlier results of [19] . They also highlighted the sensitivity of the characteristics of the rocking systems and of the excitation considered on the response. Recent studies [20, 1, 2, 29, 27] revisited the stability of flexible rocking structures sustaining large rotations. They unveiled that for large flexible rocking structures, the effect of flexibility is not detrimental to the stability.
However, a complete description of the dynamics of a rocking structure requires, apart from the equation of motion, an appropriate treatment of the impact. During rocking, the motion of the structure is interrupted by nonsmooth impacts at the contact points. To date, most analytical studies on the rocking behavior treat impacts with ad-hoc assumptions which usually hinge on the conservation of angular momentum (e.g. [15, 18, 12, 13] ). The classical approach results in a coefficient of restitution, usually defined as the angular velocity ratio after and before impact [15] , which provides the unknown post-impact state. While such approach can provide dependable results for very simple rigid rocking structures, the investigation of progressively more realistic and more complicated rocking structures, creates incentive for more sophisticated analysis/simulation methods of the involved contact/impact phenomenon. More systematic approaches have been proposed in the context of nonsmooth dynamics [4, 14, 16, 21] or finite elements [26] . These methodologies rely on either a rigid multibody approach [5] , or assume deformable contact formulations [3] , or utilize compliant contact elements between the contacting bodies [30] .
The present study describes the impact event adopting a nonsmooth dynamics approach. The aim of this paper is (i) to present briefly the nonsmooth approach, (ii) to treat impact (without sliding) between unilateral contacts and (iii) to evaluate its implementation to various rocking structures.
PROPOSED NONSMOOTH ANALYSIS APPROACH

Nonsmooth dynamics
The proposed herein nonsmooth dynamics approach assumes that the response can be decomposed into smooth motion and nonsmooth events [4, 14, 16, 8, 9, 11] . The present study examines the impact phenomenon in two archetypal rocking structures ( Fig. 2) : (i) the rigid block, and (ii) the flexible oscillator. The proposed approach originates from multibody dynamics with unilateral contacts [22, 16] . Specifically, impact, between rigid bodies which cannot overlap (impenetrability constraint), is considered instantaneous. Subsequently, all nonimpulsive forces are considered negligible. Under these assumptions, instantaneous contacts (i.e. impacts) induce sudden, velocity changes ("jumps") making the response discontinuous (nonsmooth). The focus of the present study is on structures designed to exhibit planar rocking. Hence, this study assumes that sliding between contacting bodies is prevented, either by proper detailing of the contact connections to act as shear keys or by sufficient friction coefficient.
Linear complementarity problem (LCP) for impact
In general, the LCP is based on determining from a system of linear equations y = Ax + b, with the matrices A and b known, the two unknown non-negative vectors x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0 satisfying the complementarity condition: y T x = 0. The LCP encapsulates a great variety of contact states, such as impact, "flight" (detachment/separation), bouncing and full contact [4] .
The (Newton-Euler) equation of motion for a multibody system with unilateral contacts can be written as:
where q is the generalized coordinates vector. M, C and K are the mass, the damping and the stiffness matrices respectively, and h is the vector containing all the non-impulsive forces e.g. external excitation (ü g (t)), dissipating and elastic forces. W are the direction matrices of the contact forces in the normal (subscript 'N') and the tangential (subscript 'T') direction of contact respectively, and λ are the pertinent contact force vectors. To capture the impactinduced velocity jumps, we integrate the equation of motion (Eq. (1)) over the time interval of impact. Let t − (and superscript − ) and t + (and superscript + ) denote the time at the beginning and at the end of impact respectively.
Eq. (1) becomes:
where vectorq denotes the generalized velocities. Pre-multiplying Eq. 
where the G matrices are:
This study assumes that sliding is prevented, therefore the tangential relative (contact) velocity is zeroġ T = 0, and Eq. (4) gives:
Newton's impact law : Newton's law defines the ratio of the relative normal contact velocities, before (ġ − N ) and after impact (ġ + N ), as the coefficient of restitution ε N : g
ε N is the diagonal matrix of the dissipative coefficient of restitution ε N , and varies from zero for perfectly inelastic (plastic) impact to one for perfectly elastic impact. The velocity jump along the normal direction of impact is:
then, Eq. (4) yields a system of linear equations:
for which the additional complementarity conditions hold:
In Eq. (9), E is the identity matrix. Eqs (9), (10) define a LCP which treats (non-sliding) impacts according to Newton's law. The complementarity conditions (Eq. 10) reflect the inequality character of (dry) contacts. The next example is a multi-line equation:
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REVIEW OF THE ROCKING BLOCK USING THE PROPOSED APPROACH
The present section revisits the impact behavior of the rigid rocking block of Fig. 2(a) adopting the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach. Consider a rigid block with base width 2b and height 2H as in Fig. 2(a) . The generalized coordinates vector for the planar rocking motion of the block is: q T = x y φ , where x and y are the translations along the pertinent axes, and φ is the planar rocking rotation. Assume that the two closed contact points (pivot points "1" and "2") produce two forces/impulses in the normal direction of contact (one force per point), but only one force in the tangential direction of contact, the resultant of the two tangential forces at the two pivot points (e.g. as in Fig. 3 ). The consideration of the resultant tangential force (instead of its constituents) is eligible by the rigid body assumption (the two constituents are linearly dependent) and most importantly, does not overconstraint the problem [8, 9, 11] . Thus, the mass matrix and the direction matrices in the normal and tangential direction of contact become respectively:
where I 0 is the mass moment of inertia with respect to the center of mass of the block. For a rectangular block I 0 = (1/3) mR 2 , where m is the mass of the block and R is the half diagonal distance (Fig. 2(a) ). Title 1  Title 2  Title 3  C21  C22  C23  C31  C32  C33  C41  C42  C43  C51 C52 C53 (Fig. 3(E) ): (i) full contact (E 1/1 ), (ii) bouncing (E 1/2 ), (iii) rocking (E 2/1 ), and (iv) "flight" (E 2/2 ). This section examines all physically feasible post-impact states, and determines the conditions under which each (post-impact) state occurs.
Full contact (A → E 1/1 ) or bouncing (A → E 1/2 ) (Fig. 3) : When after impact, point "1" remains in contact with the ground (ġ + N 1 = 0), point "2" might stay in contact or not (ġ + N 2 ≥ 0). The corresponding velocity jumps at the two contact points are (Eqs (7), (8)):
Eq. (12) implies that the block bounces at point "2" with a contact velocityġ 
with the help of which, Eq. (6) gives the (dimensionless) tangential impulse:
ΛN1 ΛN2
Eq. (15) Eq. Note that, all unknowns (contact velocities and/or impulses) are given in dimensionless terms.
The inequality character of contact determines the (existential) conditions under which each post-impact state occurs. Specifically, the Λ N 1 > 0 condition and Eq. (13) show that the block can bounce or remain in full contact with the ground after impact when:
in agreement with [5] . (Fig. 3) : Assume that after impact the block changes pivot point. Hence, contact at point "1" is lostġ + N 1 > 0, while the new contact at point "2" is either maintainedġ + N 2 = 0, or also lostġ + N 2 > 0. The velocity jumps for the two contact points are (Eqs (7), (8)):
The velocity jumps of Eq. (16) 
and uplifting (detachment) of both contact points takes place. The former case (ε N = 0) leads to pure rocking behavior while the latter (ε N > 0) to "flight" behavior. For velocity jumps ν N 1 > 0 and ν N 2 = 0, the complementarity conditions (Eq. (10)) return Λ N 1 = 0 and Λ N 2 > 0. The solution of the LCP of Eq. (9) yields the remaining two unknowns, the normal impulse Λ N 2 at point "2", and the post-impact normal contact velocitẏ g + N 1 of point "1":
and from Eq. (6), the tangential impulse becomes:
Again, the inequality character of contact dictates the (existential) conditions under which each post-impact state occurs. Specifically, when contact at point "1" is lost (Λ N 1 = 0), the complementary behavior (Fig. 1 ) requiresġ + N 1 > 0. Hence, Eq. (17) shows that the block exhibits rocking or "flight" post-impact behavior when [5] :
In summary, Eqs (12) to (19) describe completely all possible post-impact states for the rigid rocking block. Thus, the proposed methodology verifies the corresponding results from other methodologies, while at the same time encapsulates all physically feasible post-impact states. Specifically, the geometric slenderness criterion, derived by [5] , is in agreement with Eqs (15), (19) . For non-sliding (sticking) impacts, a rocking block is considered "stocky" when Eq. (15) is satisfied, whereas when Eq. (19) holds, the block is regarded as "slender". In many studies, including past work of the authors ( [10, 7, 12, 13] among others), the ratio η =φ + φ − defines a coefficient of restitution with respect to the angular velocities. When a (slender) block rocks or separates ("flight" mode) from the ground after impact (Fig. 3 (E 2/1 /E 2/2 )), Eq. (3) with the aid of Eqs (17), (18) shows that the relationship between pre-and post-impact angular velocity ratio is:
Eq. (20) verifies the pertinent equation derived by [25, 17] . For perfectly inelastic (plastic) impact (ε N = 0), the block exhibits pure rocking behavior, and Eq. (20) agrees with the Housner's angular coefficient of restitution [15] . 
Eq. (15) Eq. Eqs (13), (14) treat the bouncing and full contact behavior of the block (Fig. 3(E 1/1 /E 1/2 ) ), with the help of which Eq. (3) gives:
Eq. (21) shows that for ε N = 0 the block remains in full contact after impact (φ + φ − = 0), while for perfectly elastic impact (ε N = 1), the rocking block bounces without any loss of kinetic energy. Fig. 4 illustrates the admissible regions of all the examined post-impact states of the rigid rocking block. For non-sliding impacts, Fig. 4 shows the admissible domain when rocking occurs. A slender block exhibits pure rocking motion (Eq. (20)) when ε N = 0. The grey area in Fig. 4 describes the rocking behavior of the block which is accompanied by uplifts/jumps of the pivot points immediately after impact occurs [25, 17] . Note that, the higher the slenderness ratio H/b, the less energy is dissipated during impact, and, in the limit, as this ratio becomes (theoretically) infinite, the block rocks without any energy loss.
NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
This section illustrates the versatility of the proposed approach by examining (numerically) the behavior of a rigid rocking block and a flexible oscillator in terms of time history analysis (Fig. 2) . Consider (i) a stocky block with 2b = 1.4 m base width and H/b = 1 √ 2 (Eq. (15), Fig. 5(a) ) and (ii) a slender block with the same base width but H/b = 7.0 (Eq. (19), Fig. 5(b) ). The frequency parameter of a rocking block is p = 3g/4R, where g is the gravitational acceleration and R is the half-diagonal distance ( Fig. 2(a) ). Fig. 5 plots the free rocking response of both a stocky and a slender block (Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) respectively) . Specifically, Fig. 5(a)(top) plots the response of the block for three different (Newton) coefficients of restitution. Both blocks have an initial rotation equal with α/3, where α denotes the slenderness of the block (Fig. 2(a) ). The stocky block does not change pivot point after impact and hence, exhibits bouncing behavior. When ε N = 0 the impact is considered totally inelastic (plastic) and the block remains in full contact after impact with the ground. On the contrary, for totally elastic impacts (ε N = 1) the stocky block bounces without any energy loss at impact. The slender block though, changes pivot point after each impact and exhibits pure rocking motion for ε N = 0 (Fig. 5(b)(top) ). Fig. 5(bottom) shows the normal relative distance g N of the two contact points (as Fig. 2 shows) for both the bouncing and the rocking motion of the two blocks. It is important to note, that both bouncing and rocking behavior are captured numerically with the aid of the same LCP. Fig. 6 plots the response of the slender rocking block by comparing the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach for ε N = 0 with the classical impact model [15] assuming an angular coefficient of restitution equal with 0.97 (according to Eq. (20)). The two (identical) blocks exhibit pure rocking motion and are subjected to the same sine pulse excitation with α g /g = 0.45 and ω g /p = 5.75. Fig. 6 shows that the results derived by the proposed methodology are in complete agreement with the classical impact model. In addition, the proposed methodology encapsulates all physically feasible post impact states; something that is not feasible with the classical impact model.
Further, the proposed approach is also applicable to more complicated rocking structures. Consider the flexible rocking oscillator of Fig. 2 
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The present study revisits the contact/impact phenomenon encountered in rocking structures adopting a nonsmooth dynamics approach. In particular, it formulates the impact problem as a system of inequalities, known as linear complementarity problem (LCP), and examines the impact of two archetypal rocking structures: the rigid rocking block and the flexible rocking oscillator. In the normal direction of contact, the present analysis adopts the Newton's contact law, while in the tangential direction sliding is prevented (non-sliding contact). The analysis shows that the results from the proposed LCPs are in total agreement with the pertinent results of other methodologies. Overall, this work demonstrates the ability of the proposed nonsmooth dynamics approach to capture all physically feasible post-impact states in a systematic and condensed manner; at least for the rocking systems examined.
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